In this paper we use filtering and maximum likelihood methods to solve a calibration problem for a stochastic dynamical system used to model spiky asset prices. The data used in the calibration problem are the observations at discrete times of the asset price. The model considered has been introduced by V. A. Kholodnyi in [1, 2] and describes spiky asset prices as the product of two independent stochastic processes: the spike process and the process that represents the asset prices in absence of spikes. A Markov chain is used to regulate the transitions between presence and absence of spikes. As suggested in [3] in a different context the calibration problem for this model is translated in a maximum likelihood problem with the likelihood function defined through the solution of a filtering problem. The estimated values of the model parameters are the coordinates of a constrained maximizer of the likelihood function. Furthermore, given the calibrated model, we develop a sort of tracking procedure able to forecast forward asset prices. Numerical examples using synthetic and real data of the solution of the calibration problem and of the performance of the tracking procedure are presented. The real data studied are electric power price data taken from the UK electricity market in the years [2004][2005][2006][2007][2008][2009]. After calibrating the model using the spot prices, the forward prices forecasted with the tracking procedure and the observed forward prices are compared. This comparison can be seen as a way to validate the model, the formulation and the solution of the calibration problem and the forecasting procedure. The result of the comparison is satisfactory. In the website: http://www.econ.univpm.it/recchioni/finance/w10 some auxiliary material including animations that helps the understanding of this paper is shown. A more general reference to the work of the authors and of their coauthors in mathematical finance is the website: http://www.econ.univpm.it/recchioni/finance.
Introduction
A spike in an asset price is an abrupt movement of the price followed by an abrupt movement of approximately the same magnitude in the opposite direction. The modeling of spikes in asset prices is a key problem in finance. In fact spiky prices are encountered in several contexts such as, for example, in electric power prices and, more in general, in commodity prices.
In this paper the model introduced by V. A. Kholodnyi in [1, 2] to describe spiky prices is combined with some ideas introduced by the authors and some coauthors to study calibration problems in mathematical finance, see [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . That is we introduce a stochastic dynamical system to model spikes in asset prices and we study a calibration problem for the dynamical system introduced. The method proposed to solve the calibration problem is tested doing the analysis of data time series. We consider synthetic and real data. The real data studied are electric power price data taken from the UK electricity market in the years [2004] [2005] [2006] [2007] [2008] [2009] . Following V. A. Kholodnyi (see [1, 2] ) we model spiky asset prices as a stochastic process that can be represented as the product of two independent stochastic processes: the spike process and the process that describes the asset prices in absence of spikes. The spike process models spikes in asset prices and it is either equal to the multiplicative amplitude of the spike during the spike periods or equal to one during the regular periods, that is during the periods between spikes. The second stochastic process of the Kholodnyi model describes prices in absence of spikes. This last process has been chosen as a diffusion process. Finally we use a two-state Markov chain in continuous time to determine whether asset prices are in the spike state, that is during a spike, or in the regular state, that is between spikes.
The model for spiky asset prices studied depends on five real parameters. Two of them come from the process that describes the asset prices in absence of spikes, one of them comes from the spike process and the last two parameters come from the two-state Markov chain used to model the transitions between spike and regular states.
The calibration problem studied consists in estimating these five parameters from the knowledge at discrete times of the asset prices (observations of the spiky prices). That is the calibration problem is a parameter identification problem or, more in general, is an inverse problem for the stochastic dynamical system that models the asset prices. This calibration problem is translated in a constrained optimization problem for a likelihood function (maximum likelihood problem) with the likelihood function defined through the solution of a filtering problem. The likelihood function is defined using the probability density function associated with the diffusion process modeling asset prices in absence of spikes. This formulation of the calibration problem is inspired to the one introduced in [3] in the study of the Heston stochastic volatility model that has been later extended to the study of several other calibration problems in mathematical finance (see [4, 5, 8, 9] ).
The filtering and the maximum likelihood problems mentioned above are solved numerically. The resulting numerical solution of the calibration problem determines the values of the (unknown) parameters that make most likely the observations actually made. Note that in the processing of numerical data to improve the robustness and the quality of the solution of the calibration problem some preliminary steps are introduced in the optimization procedure used to solve the calibration problem and the results obtained in these preliminary steps are used to penalize the likelihood function obtained from the filtering problem. That is the maximum likelihood problem originally formulated in analogy to [3] is reformulated adding penalization terms to the likelihood function and choosing an ad hoc initial guess for the optimization procedure to improve the robustness and the quality of its solution. This reformulated optimization problem is solved numerically using a method based on a variable metric steepest ascent method.
Furthermore, as a byproduct of the solution of the filtering problem, we develop a tracking procedure that, given the calibrated model, is able to forecast forward asset prices.
The method used to solve the calibration problem and the tracking procedure are used to analyze data time series. Numerical examples of the solution of the calibration problem and of the performance of the tracking procedure using synthetic and real data are presented. The synthetic data are obtained computing one trajectory of the stochastic dynamical system that models spiky asset prices. We generate daily synthetic data for a period of two years. The first year of data is generated with one choice of the model parameters, the second year of data is generated with a different choice of the model parameters. The second year of data is generated using as initial point of the trajectory the last point of the first year of data. In the solution of the calibration problem we choose as observation period a period of one year, that is we use as data the daily observations corresponding to a time period of one year, and we move one day at the time this observation period through the two years of data. The calibration problem is solved for each choice of the observation period. The two choices of the model parameters used to generate the data and the time when the model parameters change value are reconstructed satisfactorily by the calibration procedure. The real data studied are daily electric power price data taken from the UK. electricity market. These electric power price data are spiky data. We choose the data of the calibration problems considered as done above in the study of synthetic data extracting the observation periods from a time series of five years (i.e. the years 2004-2009) of daily electric power (spot) price data taken from the UK market. The results obtained show that the model is able to establish a stable relationship between the data time series and the estimated model parameter values. Note that in the real data time series for each observation day we have the electric power spot price and the associated forward prices observed that day for a variety of delivery periods. That is for each spot price there is a set of forward prices associated to it corresponding to different delivery periods. Moreover in the calibration problem only spot prices are used as data. To exploit this fact we proceed as follows. After calibrating the model using as data the spot prices observed in the first three years of the data time series, we use the calibrated model, the tracking procedure and the spot prices not used in the calibration to forecast the forward prices associated to these last spot prices. We compare the forward prices forecasted with the tracking procedure with the observed forward prices. The comparison is satisfactory and establishes the effectiveness of the model, the validity of the proposed formulation and solution of the calibration problem and the quality of the forecasted prices.
We note that the model studied is too simplistic to be of practical value in electricity markets. In fact our model is able to capture only one property of the electric power prices: the presence of spikes. It does not consider, for example, the mean-reverting property and the presence of weekly and season cycles in electricity prices. This study aims to be a first attempt to solve, with the strategy presented in Section 3, calibration problems involving stochastic dynamical systems that can be used to describe electric power prices. That is the methodology discussed in this paper can be applied in the calibration of more sophisticated stochastic dynamical models that can be used in electricity markets (see for example [10] ).
The website: http://www.econ.univpm.it/recchioni/finance/w10 contains some auxiliary material including some animations that helps the understanding of this paper. A general reference to the work of the authors and of their coauthors in mathematical finance is the website: http://www.econ.univpm.it/recchioni/finance.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe the model for spiky asset prices. In Section 3 we formulate and we solve the filtering and the calibration problems for the model presented in Section 2 and we introduce the tracking procedure used to forecast forward prices. In Section 4 some numerical examples of the solution of the calibration problem and of the performance of the tracking procedure introduced in Section 3 using synthetic and real data are presented.
The Stochastic Dynamical System for Spiky Asset Prices
Let us introduce a stochastic dynamical system used to model spiky asset prices, see [1, 2] . In this model the spiky prices are defined as the product of two stochastic processes: the spike process and the process that describes asset prices in absence of spikes. 
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With the previous choices the model for spiky asset prices introduced in 1,2] depends on five parameters, that is: , , , , . between spike and re-
The Filtering and the Calibration Problems
The parameters ,
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It is worthwhile to note that definition (22) contains an important simplification. In fact a more correct d of the (log-)likelihood function should be:
where or (24) is one possible way of formulating the calibration problem considered using the maximum likelihood method. Many other formulations of the calibration problem are possible and legitimate. Moreover the formulation of the calibration problem (22), (24) can be easily extended to handle situations where we consider calibration problems associated to data set different from the one considered here, such as, for example, data set containing asset and option prices or only option prices.
The optimization orithm used olv roblem (22), (24) is based on a variable metric chnique is used to handle the constraints. Let  be the absolute value of ,  and  be the Euclidean norm vector ning from an initial guess:
we update at every iteration the current approximation of the solution of the optimization problem (24) with a step in the direction of the gradient with respect to  computed in a suitable variable metric of the (log-)likelihood function (22).
In particular let us fix a tolerance value > 0 tol and a maximum number of iterations > 0 iter . Given 2) Evaluate
3) Evaluate the gradient of the (log-)likelihood function in = , k   that is:
go to item 7; 4) Perform the steepest ascent step, evaluating ization of obj fu epest as to solve the corresponding optimization problems (i.e.: (24)), special atten-tion must be paid to the choice of the init of the optimization procedure. That is in actual computations a "good" initial gue 
The variable metric steepest ascent method 1) -7) is now applied to solve problem (24) when the (five variables) (log-)likelihood function F defined in (28) re laces the (log-)likelihood function (24) is used to analyze the data considered in Section 4.
As a byproduct of the solution of the calibration problem we obtain a technique to forecast forward prices. Let us consider a filtering problem. We assume that the vector asset  to the data solution of the calibration problem associated   = : 
where     denotes the expected value of  .
In the numerical experiments presented in Section 4 we use the following approximation:
Note that using formula (31) we have implicitly assumed > 9 n . In fact in the data time series considered in Section 4 the average in time of the (spiky) observations appearing in (31) gives a better approximation of the "spatial" average  t i S  of the price without spikes than the individual observation i S  made at time = i t t of the spiky price. However the average in time of the observations approximates the "spatial" average only if short tim s ) an average of piky price ted value of non spi .
The first numerical experiment presented consists in solving the calibration problem discussed in Section 3 using synthetic data. This experiment does the analysis a time series of daily data of the spiky asset price duri a period of two years. The time series studied is made of 730 daily data of the spiky asset prices, that is the p time a ave been ectory at time e periods are used. This is the reason why we limit the mean contained in (31) to the data corresponding to ten consecutive observation times, that is corresponding to a period of ten day when we process daily data as done in Section 4. Note that in (31 s s is used to approximate the expec ky prices . The data are generated using as initial value of the second year the last datum of the first year. The synthetic data generated in this way are shown in Figure 1 . These data are spiky data and the fact that the first year of data is generated using a different choice of , , , a b .e  than the choice made in the second year of data can be seen simply looking at Figure 1 .
Numerical Results
We solve problem (24) with the ad hoc procedure described in Section 3 using the data associated to a time window made of 365 consecutive es, that we m ss ding t ding observation tim ove this window acro he datum correspon is 365 days (one year), and the two years of data discar to the first observation time of the window and inserting the datum corresponding to the next observation time after the window. Note that numerical experiments suggest that it is necessary to take a large window of observations to obtain a good estimate the parameters , a b
and  . The calibration problem is solved for each choice of the data time window applying the procedure described in Section 3, that is it is solved 365 times.  that generate the data as two points on the straight line mentioned above having a distance proportional to
. We choose the origin of the straight line to be the mid point of the segment that joins 1  and 2 .  In Figure 2 1  is plotted to the right or to the left of Figure 2 problems are concentrated on two disjoint segments one to the left and one to the right of the origin and that they form two disjoint clusters around Figure 3 .
The observed electric power prices generate data time series with a complicated structure. The stochastic dynamical system studied in this paper does not pretend to fully describe the properties of the electric power prices. Indeed it is able to model only one property of these pr Let us begin showing that the relation between the data and the model parameters established through the calibration problem is a stable relationship. We proceed as follows. We have more than 5 years of daily observations. We apply the calibration procedure to the data corresponding to a window of 257 consecutive observation times. Note that 257 is approximately the number of working days contained in a year and remind that we have data only in the working days. We move this window through the data time series discarding the datum corresp nding t servation time of the window and adding the datum corresponding to the next observation time after the window. In this way we have 1396 − 257 = 1139 data windows and for each one of these data windows we solve the corresponding calibration problem. The calibration problems are solved using the optimization procedure (including the ad hoc steps) described in Section 3. The reconstructions of the parameters obtained In the analysis of the real data time series the second question to answer is: the solution of the calibration problem and the tracking procedure introduced in Section 3 can be used to forecast forward prices? To answer this question we compare the observed and the forecasted forward prices. We apply the calibration procedure to a data window made of the first three years of consecutive observations of the spot price taken from the data time series shown in Figure 3 and we use the solution of the calibration problem found and formulae (30), (31) to ices with th formulation of the calibration problem and its numerical average relative error forward prices e committed using the forecasted forward prices, that is the average relative error committed approximating the observed forward pr e forecasted forward prices. Table 1 and Figures 6-8 show the high quality of the forecasted forward prices answering the second question posed about the analysis of the data time series in the affirmative.
We can conclude that the data analysis presented shows that the model introduced to describe spiky prices, the 
